
 Your Swiss Army Knife 2015  

1/5 Victorinox to the moon
Simple and nice design.

 

 ID: 39371. Last updated: 03.10.2014  

Solution

I use elements from univers like in
all my design.I like because it teels
to user that he should be in a
infinite travel.
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2/5 Victorinox to the moon
Simple and nice design.

What does your design show?

great elements of univers.
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3/5 Victorinox to the moon
Simple and nice design.

What is the unique idea about your design?

All style of design.
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4/5 Victorinox to the moon
Simple and nice design.

Is there a special story behind your design?

It's not a special story, it's inspration and hard work.
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5/5 Victorinox to the moon
Simple and nice design.
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Creative's profile

cipriburzo
Graphic and Web Designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Mobile Apps, Product Design, User Experience
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